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Abstract

The EduVisor software visualization component is a new pedagogical tool specifically developed to address
some wide-spread problems in teaching object-oriented technology to novice programmers. The visualization
tool is integrated in a world-class IDE, and shows the students the structure of their own creations at runtime.
EduVisor is based on a solid grounding in literature and over 25 years of combined experience in teaching
a CS1 course. With this component we have set the goal of helping our students progress faster through
the most difficult initial stages of programming.
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1 Introduction

Over the past decades software design has often been described as a wicked or diffi-
cult problem [10][11][12][2]. Dalbey and Linn [4] note that the average student does
not make much progress in an introductory programming course. More recently,
there are many reports corroborating this position. For instance, in the infamous
McCracken Report [14] the authors noted that the average score on a programming
test was only 22.89 out of 110 points for a sample of 216 students. As difficult as it
is for students to acquire programming and software design skills, just as difficult
is it for teachers to teach those skills.

This paper is concerned with a novel visualization tool that can be used as a
teaching aid in CS1 courses. The tool is called EDUcational VISual Object Runtime
or EduVisor, and seeks to incorporate a lot of the acquired knowledge from previous
visualization projects. The goal of EduVisor is threefold. First, we want to improve
students’ comprehension of the concepts introduced during the CS1 course. Second,
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we want them to be able to debug their programs faster. Third, we want to increase
the enthusiasm of students by visualizing (and thus reducing the abstraction level)
their own efforts at the push of a button. The design of the tool is based on
several decades of combined CS1 teaching experience and on a thorough grounding
in relevant literature.

In section 2 we describe the driving forces behind the design of EduVisor. Section
3 describes the most important runtime issues one encounters during a CS1 course,
which will be used as input to the design of EduVisor. Section 4 shows a small
sample of the graphical representation used in the EduVisor component based on
a simple use case. Section 5 provides an overview of the resulting properties of the
component. Section 6 discusses the similarities and differences between EduVisor
and related work. Finally, in section 7 we present our conclusions and provide an
outlook on the future development of the EduVisor component.

2 Rationale of the EduVisor software visualization
component

As so many educational institutions, the University of Antwerp has migrated from
Pascal to C, later to C++ and finally to Java over the past two decades as the
language of choice in our CS1 course. The switch to Java was made seven years
ago. During our course we have noticed the same basic errors appear again and
again, causing students to loose valuable time and generating frustration and dis-
appointment.

On the highest level, these errors can be divided in compile-time errors and
runtime errors. The code editor can help with some of the compile-time errors
(although the compiler messages are very cryptic to novice programmers), but does
nothing to aid in understanding runtime behavior. Thus, over the past five years,
we have designed a visual language to illustrate the runtime behavior of a program.
The language is, as we tend to say, as simple as possible and as complicated as
necessary. We use this visual language when explaining programs at the whiteboard,
and students’ comprehension of these specific programs has improved markedly.
However, when it is time to start programming their own exercises, the same errors
tend happen all over again.

This is caused by several issues. First, the nature of their programming efforts
is very much trial and error - which is actually a well known fact [1]. Second, the
students do not go through the effort of drawing out their solutions in the way we do
at the whiteboard. This is not that surprising - creating the visual representations
for a running program takes quite some time. Encouraging however is that, when
we force them to draw their programs on a sheet of paper, most of the time they
are able to pinpoint the problems themselves.

Therefore we concluded that an automated software component based on our
language could help students in recognizing and correcting their problems sooner.
We did an extensive review of visualization components that address some of these
issues, but none were found to be completely satisfactory. Section 6 talks in more
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detail about these closest alternatives. EduVisor was thus conceived and designed
to our specifications. With this new component we have set three interrelated goals:

(i) Improve students’ comprehension of basic programming constructs:
The abstract nature of programming languages makes understanding the
concepts very hard for beginners. We, along with many other researchers
([9][15][17]), believe this difficulty can be reduced to some extent by using
engaging visualization techniques.

(ii) Speed up the debugging process of runtime problems: debugging run-
time errors is difficult even for experienced programmers. The standard debug-
gers that come with the major IDE’s are very powerful, but also very difficult
to operate - too difficult for novice programmers.

(iii) Increase their enthusiasm about object-oriented programming: The
visual representation will provide an important incentive to students. As stated
by Ross, it is a tacitly known fact that programmers like to see their creations in
action. All artisans are intrigued by what they create, and they like to observe
their work from all angles [. . . ]. [18]

3 CS1 runtime issues

After describing our reasons for developing EduVisor we take a look at the specific
problems we would like to address. Table 1 presents a listing which is loosely based
on the list of Garner et al. [5], but restructured and rephrased to fit our purpose in
two ways. First, the list is rephrased to present the causes rather than the symptoms
of programming difficulties. Second, we only include runtime problems in the list,
because this is the focus of our visualization tool. The next section details a use-
case based on one of these problems and specifies how EduVisor will address it using
visualization.

4 A simple EduVisor GUI use-case

This example details a problem we have witnessed recently with one of our students
during our first lesson on objects. The goal was to write a program consisting of
two classes, a Bank class and an Account class. The following code presents the
main method located in the Bank class, containing the problem. The code in italics
was not present in the student’s solution - i.e. the getValue method did not get
called after calling the withdraw method.

public stat ic void main ( St r ing [ ] a rgs ){
int value ;
Account account1 = new Account ( 1 0 0 ) ;
Account account2 = new Account ( 2 0 0 ) ;
va lue = account1 . getValue ( ) ;
System . out . p r i n t l n ( ‘ ‘ va lue o f account1 i s ’ ’+v a l u e ) ;
account1 . withdraw ( 5 0 ) ;
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Error description

A. Failing to un-
derstand program
design

(i) Failing to identify the correct classes.
(ii) Failing to identify the correct methods.
(iii) Failing to construct the correct algorithms.
(iv) Failing provide the necessary variables.

B. Failing to un-
derstand the na-
ture of objects

(i) Failing to understand that objects are persistent structures
in memory holding their own state.

(ii) Failing to understand that a method can instantiate mul-
tiple objects of the same kind.

(iii) Failing to understand the difference between static and
non-static structures.

(iv) Failing to understand that objects can only be queried for
their state through a reference.

(v) Failing to understand the nature of references (e.g. return-
ing a reference when the calling method already holds that
reference).

C. Failing to un-
derstand message
passing

(i) Failing to understand that methods have to be actively
called.

(ii) Failing to understand the parameter passing mechanism.
(iii) Failing to understand that return variables have to be

caught.

D. Failing to
understand vari-
ables

(i) Failing to understand variable scoping.
(ii) Failing to keep track of the values of variables in a running

program.
(iii) Failing to understand the necessity and operation of a con-

trol variable inside a loop.

Table 1
A list of common causes of runtime errors encountered during a CS1 course, loosely based on Garner et al.

[5]

// va lue = account1 . ge tValue ( ) ;
System . out . p r i n t l n ( ‘ ‘ va lue o f account1 i s ’ ’+v a l u e ) ;

}
The student thought he was using the variable of the Account instance because

he was referring to the object just before. This is a typical B4 problem - Failing
to understand that objects can only be queried for their state through a reference.
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EduVisor will help the student trace this error through dynamic visualization of the
program runtime. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the proposed visualization style.
The following list details some of the visual features of EduVisor.

Bank Account at 10b62c9

Main
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account1 10b62c9

codeview

100
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codeview

withdraw
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int value;

Account account1 = new Account(100);

Account account2 = new Account(200);

value = account1.getValue();

System.out.println(”value of account1 is ”+value“);

account1.withdraw(50);

System.out.println(”value of account1 is ”+value“);
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deposit
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Fig. 1. EduVisor visualization snapshot of this use-case

(i) All information is presented on one single canvas.

(ii) Every class holding static information is represented as a rectangle with the
name of the class positioned above the rectangle.

(iii) Every object is represented as a rounded rectangle with the name of the orig-
inating class and the hash-code of the object positioned above the rounded
rectangle.

(iv) Every method (and every scoped block within a method) has its own area
to hold the local variables. The variables are dispensed when the method
execution is complete.

(v) Every variable is represented as a named rectangle that can hold a value, either
of primitive or of reference type.

(vi) At object instantiation, a new object gets drawn on the canvas including mem-
ber variables and method areas. The object lives as long as there are references
pointing to the object. At instantiation, the memory address is transported to
the variable holding the address.

(vii) Every method has a code area which can be uncollapsed. The code area shows
the method implementation.

(viii) Every variable and method with reduced visibility relative to an active method
(local variables as well as private member variables) is adorned with a lock
symbol. The symbols are dynamically updated synchronously with the current
active method.

5 EduVisor solutions to CS1 problems

Because we can not elaborate on the architectural details of our solution in this
restricted space, we will not detail the libraries and code representations used by
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EduVisor. Rather, in this paper we want to describe the ways in which EduVisor
will help in solving the categories of CS1 problems we have defined in section 2.
The following list contains references to the number of the problem (cf. table 1)
that an EduVisor feature addresses. It should be noted that the effectiveness of the
software component has not yet been tested with students. The primary reason for
this section is to detail how we expect EduVisor to help, and any claims presented
in this section have yet to be confirmed.

(i) Failing to understand program design: the single canvas approach allows
the novice programmer to see the entire structure of the program at any time
during the execution. All static and dynamic structures as well as all available
variables can be seen without having to switch representations. Panning and
zooming capabilities help with understanding more complex structures. This
unified visual presentation will help the students to see e.g. which classes
(A1), methods (A2) and variables (A4) are part of their program and help
them understand the deficiencies in their design. The step-wise nature of the
visualization will help them understand their algorithms (A3) better.

(ii) Failing to understand the nature of objects: every single object is ex-
plicitly represented on the canvas using rounded rectangles (B2). Every object
contains only non-static member variables, explaining to the students the dif-
ference in runtime behavior between static and non-static structures (B3). The
values of these variables are always visible, which will help the student in under-
standing the persistent and autonomous nature of an object (B1). Reference
variables are represented in a different color than regular variables, and the
value of the reference variable is the hash-code of the object. By clicking on
the reference variable the corresponding object is highlighted, which will help
in understanding the nature of references (B4 and B5).

(iii) Failing to understand message passing: Active objects are highlighted on
the diagram. This way students see that an object is only active when a method
of that object is called (C1). In addition, the values of the variables that are
passed as parameters to a method are animated from the calling method to the
called method, which helps in understanding the variable passing mechanism
(C2). Return variables are also animated. Those return values that are not
stored in a variable disappear, explaining the need to store return values (C3).

(iv) Failing to understand variables: All variables are always visible on the can-
vas and presented in their own scope (class, method or block) and adorned with
modifier symbols that are dynamically adjusted to reflect the variables visible
to an active method. This helps in understanding scoping (D1). In addition
to the variables themselves the values of these variables are also visible, help-
ing students keep track of program state (D2) and helping with understanding
control variables in loop and selection structures (D3).
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6 EduVisor contrasted with related work

Over the past three decades many studies have focused on improving and refining
teaching methods for CS1 courses, which has resulted in an extensive pedagogical
toolbox that can be used by computer science teachers. Some of the tools teachers
have at their disposal are specialized IDE’s such as JGrasp [8], BlueJ [12][13] and
ProfessorJ [7], programming micro-worlds such as Alice [3] and ObjectKarel [22]
and advanced visualization environments such as JEliot3 [16] and JIVE [6]. For
reasons of conciseness, in this paper we limit ourselves to only the last category.

The tools we discuss in detail are JEliot3 3 and JIVE 4 . Both have great merit
and had considerable influence on the design of EduVisor. JEliot3 is a tool based
on over ten years of development, starting with JEliot, later JEliot2000 and finally
JEliot3. JIVE has a long history itself, starting as a stand-alone tool and recently
reborn as an Eclipse plug-in. We also discuss the program state visualization tool
by Seppälä [19], which states similar goals as EduVisor.

JEliot uses several simultaneous representations to present the visualization.
The canvas is divided in a memory stack, a constants area and an object heap. In
addition, JEliot presents the data as it is processed by the virtual machine, i.e. using
a method stack. Our emphasis is on understanding the program architecture, i.e.
type A problems, not the VM. In addition, due to their particular implementation
it is not possible to view all values on the method stack with one look at the
canvas. This makes it difficult to keep track of the values of variables in a running
program (D2). In addition, JEliot’s canvas is based directly on the Java AWT
classes and proprietary development. This implies certain restrictions, such as the
complete absence of select, zoom and pan tools. These features are very important,
as described by [20]. His visual mantra of overview first, zoom and filter, and then
detail on demand is often mentioned as one of the cornerstones of good visualization
tools. EduVisor is much more ambitious in this regard, thanks to it’s use of an
advanced open source visualization library, the Netbeans Visual Library 5 .

JIVE has multiple representations of the same runtime behavior. We are pre-
sented with an object diagram and with a sequence diagram. However, it is not
possible to see the values of variables contained in objects and methods nor the
values of the parameters passed to methods and the return values of methods.
EduVisor, on the other hand, uses the single canvas approach and shows dynamic
behavior directly on this single canvas. This includes all values of reference and
primitive variables in the program at any time. JIVE uses the Eclipse Graphical
Editing Framework 6 to provide the representation. Jive should thus have zoom and
pan features. However, in the most recent version zooming features are available
through menu buttons and no easy panning or selection features exist.

The program state visualization tool mentions some of the same goals as Edu-

3 JEliot3 is available online at http://cs.joensuu.fi/~jeliot/
4 JIVE is available online at http://www.cse.buffalo.edu/jive/
5 The Netbeans Visual Library is available online at http://graph.netbeans.org/
6 GEF is available online at http://www.eclipse.org/gef/
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visor. In [19], the authors state that [their] notation attempts to show most of the
runtime state of the program in a single diagram. Essentially, this means displaying
all relevant instances, all references to them and some of the contents of the runtime
stack together. However, in their paper the presentation of program state seems to
be quite different from the EduVisor presentation. The diagrams do not show the
values of the variables, which is crucial in our system. For instance, the diagrams
show references between objects as arrows between these objects, but there is no
mention of the reference variables holding the objects. In addition, the diagrams do
not show objects as environments of execution, i.e. the methods are not represented
in the objects. We have found no further mention of this tool in literature.

One of our demands for a visualization tool was easy integration in a widely
used IDE. We chose Sun’s Netbeans as our platform, an thus EduVisor runs on
the same platforms as Netbeans. Jeliot does not provide integration with a widely
used IDE. Jive, on the other hand, is integrated with Eclipse - another widely used
java IDE. It is not clear whether the program state visualization tool by Seppälä
provides IDE integration, but according to the screenshots, it does not.

7 Outlook and conclusion

With EduVisor we have devised a visualization component that can be integrated
easily in a world-class IDE such as Netbeans. The code is currently in alpha status
but is being further developed as part of the PhD project of the first author. The
final intent is to include additional ITS (Intelligent Tutoring System - see Wei et al.
[21]) functions such as pop quizzes and course material through XML based code-
injection into the intermediate visualization code. Once the code reaches beta in
the course of this year, it will be released on a public server. Our first goal now is to
further develop this code base, starting with the visualization features and working
our way up to the code infusion. Next we will perform experiments to research
important features such as the one-canvas philosophy, the animation features and
the utility of the additional pedagogical features afforded by the ITS functions.

The main goal of this paper was to present the design philosophy of our EduVisor
visualization component. Based on literature and experience we have created a list
of common causes of CS1 runtime problems. This list is currently being validated
during course sessions and the intermediate results indicate that the list indeed
represents the most common issues. The list also serves as input to the design of
EduVisor. Finally, we have presented the solutions EduVisor offers to these common
problems and contrasted our work with that of similar environments.
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